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Introduction
On 22 July 2010 the OECD released the “Update 2010” to the OECD Model Tax Convention and its Commentary as well as the
final version of its “Report on the Attribution of Profits to Permanent Establishments”. One of the major changes in this update
was the implementation of the “Functionally Separate Entity Approach” for the profit allocation to permanent establishments
in article 7, also called the “Authorized OECD-Approach” (AOA). The AOA replaces the “Relevant Business Activity Approach”,
which was the standard for the allocation of profits to permanent establishments in the OECD Model Tax Convention and its
Commentary before the update 2010 was implemented.
This new approach got a boost by the OECD/G20 activities within the “Base Erosion Profit Shifting” (BEPS) project, which
received final approval at the end of 2015. Many countries have either started to implement the AOA concept into national law or
just refer to this concept as the new standard. Others are still waiting and stick to their traditional national interpretation.
This survey among international tax experts within the Nexia network intends to give an overview about the status of implementation
of the AOA concept. Four lead questions provide an introduction into the concept as well as a clear structure for answers at a glance.
Additionally you have access to the tax experts of the contributing Nexia member firms of more than 40 countries at your fingertips.
The survey has the status of May, 1st 2016 and is open for updates and extensions by additional countries by the end of April 2017.

Characteristics of the AOA
1.	“Functionally Separate Entity Approach”, i.e. permanent
establishments (PEs) are treated like separate and
independent enterprises (corporations) for tax purposes.
2. 	Determination of profit to be allocated to PE is done in two steps:
	Step 1: Allocation of functions, risks, assets and free
capital to PE
•	Attribution of functions to PE based on “significant
people functions”, i.e. analysis of all functions performed
by the company as a whole and allocation of the ones
performed by the people working for the PE to the PE.
•	Attribution of risks to PE based on the functions
performed (“risks follow functions”).
•	Attribution of assets to PE, which are necessary
to perform the functions identified (“assets follow
functions”).
•	Attribution of free capital to PE based on the risks
borne and assets economically owned by the PE.
	Step 2: Identification and pricing of dealings between head
office and PE
•	Identification of the nature of the dealings between PE
and head office based on the functions, risks, assets
and free capital allocation done in step one.
•	Determination of appropriate pricing for the identified
dealings based on the arm’s length principle.
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Questions
1. 	Does your country apply the AOA as described by the
OECD in its Commentary to article 7 of the OECD Model
Tax Convention 2010 and the “2010 Report on the
Attribution of Profits to Permanent Establishments”?
•	If yes, how was it implemented (by reference in the
local tax law to the OECD Model Tax Convention and
the respective Commentaries only or by introducing a
separate set of rules in the local tax law)?
•	If no, do you know whether such an implementation is
planned in the near future?
2. 	The AOA implies that the allocation of assets, free capital
and profits is determined by the “direct method” only, i.e.
the allocation of assets and free capital has to be based on
the functional and risk profile of the PE and the allocation
of profit is the result of individual “dealings” with the head
office for which arm’s length remunerations have to be
determined under consideration of the functional and risk
profiles. An allocation of assets, free capital and profits by
applying the “indirect method” (i.e. allocation based on
allocation keys) is not intended.
•	Do the tax laws of your country allow the use of the
“indirect method”?
•	If yes, are there any pre-conditions that have to
be fulfilled in order to be allowed to apply it (please
provide a short description)?

3. 	The “Functionally Separate Entity Approach” means
that all dealings between head office and PE have to be
remunerated arm’s length. Do the tax laws of your country
•	stipulate that “services” performed by or for the benefit
of the PE for which no external sales are realized by
the company as a whole (e.g. internal administrative
services like bookkeeping or legal support) need
to be remunerated? If yes, is it necessary that this
remuneration includes a profit component or is an
allocation of the respective costs (e.g. respective parts
of the personnel costs) to the beneficiary of these
“services” (PE or head office) sufficient?
•	stipulate that the “temporary use of assets” (e.g.
premises or intangibles such as brand, technology or
customer base) by the PE or the head office need to
be remunerated? If yes, how does this remuneration
typically look like (e.g. arm’s length rental fee for
premises or arm’s length license fee for intangibles or
just an allocation of the costs related to these assets
such as depreciation, maintenance costs or parts of the
development costs)?
•	stipulate that the “transfer of assets” (e.g. tangible
fixed assets such as premises, tangible current assets
such as finished goods or intangible assets such as a
customer base) need to be remunerated? If yes, does
this remuneration have to reflect an arm’s length price
(current fair market value) or is it sufficient that the
remuneration reflects the current book-value of the
asset only? In case it has to reflect an arm’s length price:
are there any special rules to consider with regard to the
moment of the profit / loss realization resulting from the
transfer (example: head office transfers finished goods
to PE with the intention that the PE resells them to third
party customers. However, PE is not able to sell them
before the end of the fiscal year. Does the head office
have to tax the notional profit resulting from the transfer
even though the PE did not sell the goods to third party
customers in the same year?)?

4.	According to section D-4 of the OECD “Report on the
Attribution of Profits to Permanent Establishments” and
also according to the new set of rules planned in Germany,
documentation of all dealings between the enterprise and
its permanent establishment is required. For this purpose
the OECD refers to the respective Chapter V of the OECD
Transfer Pricing Guidelines, which explains what kind of
documentation should be requested by tax authorities in
order to be able to evaluate whether transactions between
related enterprises are remunerated arm’s length. These
requirements imply that there usually exist contracts,
invoices or other paperwork that document the existence
of the transactions and the applied conditions. However,
due to the fact that a permanent establishment is only
a part of the whole enterprise but no separate entity,
such documents (written contracts, invoices, etc.) are
not available.
a. 	Does your country provide detailed guidance on how
the documentation of dealings between enterprises
and their permanent establishments has to look like? If
yes, please provide us with a summary.
b. 	If no, please provide us with a description of the best
practice regarding documentation of dealings between
enterprises and their permanent establishments in
your country and/or with recommendations based on
your practical experience.
Feedback
Feedback and updates are welcome at any time and should be
addressed to:
E sten.guensel@ebnerstolz.de
E christian.zimmermann@ebnerstolz.de
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Application of the “Authorized
OECD-approach” (AOA)
Country

Does the country apply
the “Authorized OECD
Approach”?

Does the country allow
the “indirect method”
for allocating assets, free
capital and profits?

How do the following
transactions between the
company and its PE have to
be remunerated?
a) internal services
b) 	temporary use of assets
c) transfer of assets

Is a specific TP
documentation for
the documentation of
dealings required?

Argentina

No, not implemented in
national tax law; there is
also no information whether
implementation is planned
in the future; but the arm’s
length principle applies also
for PEs

No specific rules, but it must
be done on an arm’s length
basis

a)	no specific rules; general
arm’s length principle to
be applied
b) 	no specific rules; general
arm’s length principle to
be applied
c) 	no specific rules; general
arm’s length principle to
be applied

No, general TP
documentation rules are
applicable

Australia

No, neither implemented
into National law or through
any of the current double tax
treaties at Article 7

No; actual income and
expenses are allocated to
a PE by using functional
analysis and applying the arm’s
length principle by analogy.
In accordance with relevant
DTAs, the Commissioner of
Taxation may apply domestic
TP measures to calculate
profits

a) at arm’s length
b) at arm’s length
c) at arm’s length

No, general TP
documentation rules are
applicable

Austria

Yes, but not explicitly
in national tax law but
through reference to
OECD Commentaries in
Austrian TP-Guidlines
2010 published by the the
Austrian tax authorities; full
application of the AOA only
after revision of Art. 7 in the
relevant Double Taxation
Agreement; meanwhile
the AOA applies if it is not
contradictory to the OECDCommentary to Art. 7 in its
2008-version

Yes, but not preferred
method. Application only
when the activities of the PE
cannot be clearly separated
from the activities of the
company as a whole and the
arm’s length principle is met

a) 	administrative services
like bookkeeping or legal
services at cost; other
internal services at arm’s
length
b) 	at cost (e.g. depreciation)
c)	at arm’s length; profit/
loss realization when
assets are transferred,
moment of sale to
third party customer
is irrelevant (taxation
of notional profits is
possible; in case of a EU
PE, the notional profit
can be allocated and
taxed over a seven year
period if the transferred
asset is noncurrent or a
fixed asset, or a two year
period if the transferred
asset is a current asset)

No; general TP
documentation rules are
applicable
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Country

Does the country apply
the “Authorized OECD
Approach”?

Does the country allow
the “indirect method”
for allocating assets, free
capital and profits?

How do the following
transactions between the
company and its PE have to
be remunerated?
a) internal services
b) 	temporary use of assets
c) transfer of assets

Is a specific TP
documentation for
the documentation of
dealings required?

Belgium

Yes, except not explicitly in
national tax law but rather
through references in rulings
(e.g. ruling 2012.103 dd 22
May 2012)

Yes, but not preferred
method. Sufficient
justification of applied keys
necessary when applied

a) 	at cost but tendency to
include profit component
(arm’s length price)
b) 	at cost (e.g. depreciation);
royalty fees would not be
tax deductible
c)	at arm’s length but
moment of taxation can
lead to a discussion with
the tax authorities when
moment of transfer to PE
and sale from PE to third
party customer deviates

No; there is no legal
obligation to prepare TP
documentation, but in
practice tax authorities
start detailed investigations
when no TP documentation
is provided; therefore, in
practice documentation is
required but there are no
specifics for PEs

Brazil

No, Brazil does not follow
the definitions of the OECD;
there is also no information
whether an implementation
is planned in the future; in
PE cases Brazilian general
transfer pricing rules apply

No specific rules

a) 	no specific rules, general
Brazilian TP rules are
applicable
b) 	no specific rules, general
Brazilian TP rules are
applicable
c) 	no specific rules, general
Brazilian TP rules are
applicable

No; general TP
documentation rules are
applicable

China

No, there is also no
information available
whether China will
implement this approach in
the near future

No, in general Chinese tax
authorities do not consider
function & risk profiles
for a PE; they usually tax
a PE only when there is
actual income received and
assess the profits by using
deemed profit rates that are
stipulated in regulations

a) 	not considered and
not deductible in most
cases; >90% of PE
taxation is conducted
via withholding tax and
deemed profit
b) 	not considered and
not deductible in most
cases; >90% of PE
taxation is conducted
via withholding tax and
deemed profit
c) 	not considered and not
deductible in most cases;
>90% of PE taxation is
conducted via withholding
tax and deemed profit

No, there is no legal
requirement on
documentation of the
dealings; best practice in
China (for most activities
performed by foreign
companies) is to maintain
detailed documentation
of all expenses and time
incurred by the PE (split
between onshore and
offshore work), records of all
contracts with China clients
and similar documentation;
with detailed records it is
often possible to negotiate
a most favorable tax position

Canada

Yes, but not explicitly in
national tax law but through
reference in Circular 87-2R
published by the Canadian
tax authorities; treaties
can provide for different
methodologies

Yes, but not preferred
method. Sufficient
justification of applied keys
necessary when applied

a) at cost
b) 	at cost (e.g. depreciation)
c) 	at arm’s length but no
specific rules on moment
of profit / loss realization
when moment of transfer
to PE and sale from PE
to third party customer
deviates

No; general TP
documentation rules are
applicable
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Country

Does the country apply
the “Authorized OECD
Approach”?

Does the country allow
the “indirect method”
for allocating assets, free
capital and profits?

How do the following
transactions between the
company and its PE have to
be remunerated?
a) internal services
b) 	temporary use of assets
c) transfer of assets

Is a specific TP
documentation for
the documentation of
dealings required?

Cyprus

Yes, but not explicitly in
national tax law or in circular
/ guidelines of the tax
authorities but rather in
practice / tax rulings

Yes, when adequately
justified that arm’s length
principle is met. There are
no specific rules regarding
application of the “direct” or
“indirect method”

a) 	no specific rules, only
general statement that
arm’s length principle has
to be considered
b) 	no specific rules, only
general statement that
arm’s length principle has
to be considered
c) 	no specific rules, only
general statement that
arm’s length principle has
to be considered

No; general TP
documentation rules are
applicable

Czech
Republic

No; there is also no
information whether an
implementation in domestic
law is planned in the future;
application possible when
particularly agreed in a
specific double tax treaty

No; there is generally only
the “direct method” allowed

a) at cost
b) at cost
c) at cost

No; general TP
documentation rules are
applicable

Denmark

Yes, implemented in
Section 2 (2) of the Danish
Corporation Tax Act with
effect from 1 July 2012

Yes, but according to new
law not preferred method,
i.e. application only when
included in respective
double tax treaty. Under
the old law the “indirect
method” was the preferred
method

a) 	no specific rules, only
general statement that
arm’s length principle has
to be considered
b) 	no specific rules, only
general statement that
arm’s length principle has
to be considered
c) 	no specific rules, only
general statement that
arm’s length principle has
to be considered

No; general TP
documentation rules are
applicable

Finland

Yes; not explicitely in
national tax law but through
practice and tax rulings

Yes, but not preferred
method; application only
when the activities of the PE
cannot be clearly separated
from the activities of the
company as a whole and
the direct method is not
suitable; the arm’s length
principle should be met

a) 	no specific rules, method
has to meet at arm’s
length principle
b) 	no specific rules method
has to meet at arm’s
length principle
c) 	no specific rules, method
has to meet at arm’s
length principle

No; However,regulations
regarding the accounting,
auditing and remuneration
of a PE require an elaborated
documentation of
transactions with a PE

France

No; but will be referred to in
case law and for negotiation
of future double tax treaties

Yes, but not preferred
a) 	no specific rules, typically
method; applicable in case the
at arm’s length
operations of the PE are not
b) no remuneration
totally different to operations c) 	no specific rules, typically
of the headquarters and the
at arm’s length
PE does not have a separate
accounting
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No; general documentation
rules in tax matters are
applicable

Country

Does the country apply
the “Authorized OECD
Approach”?

Does the country allow
the “indirect method”
for allocating assets, free
capital and profits?

How do the following
transactions between the
company and its PE have to
be remunerated?
a) internal services
b) 	temporary use of assets
c) transfer of assets

Is a specific TP
documentation for
the documentation of
dealings required?

Germany

Yes, implemented in the
German Foreign Tax Act
with effect for all fiscal years
starting after 31 Dec 2012;
however, in case a specific
treaty does not include AOA,
application of old Relevant
Activity Approach possible;
adoption in future treaties
intended

No, generally only the “direct
method” is allowed; draft
of the letter of the German
Ministry of Finance in which
the understanding of the
German tax authorities is
described available; final
version of this letter of the
German Ministry of Finance
expected to be published in
the course of 2016

a) 	at arm’s length, typically
based on costs including
an arm’s length profit
mark-up when CUP not
applicable
b) at arm’s length
c) 	at arm’s length, profit
/ loss realization when
assets are transferred,
moment of sale to
third party customer
is irrelevant (taxation
of notional profits is
possible; in case of an EU
PE the notional profit can
be allocated and taxed
over a five year period if
the transferred asset is a
noncurrent / fixed asset)

No, general TP
documentation rules are
applicable in addition to
the necessity to prepare a
separate profit calculation
scheme for the PE

Greece

Yes, except not explicitly in
national tax law but rather
in practice / tax rulings or in
circular / guidelines of the
tax authorities for transfer
pricing documentation and
issues

No specific rules

No specific rules; the arm’s
length principle should be
tested and documented in
each case

No, general TP
documentation rules are
applicable

Hungary

Yes, reference is made in the
Act on Corporate Income
Tax and Dividend Tax and in
the Decree of the Hungarian
Ministry of Finance on
the documentation
requirements related to
transfer pricing to the
OECD Guidelines; treaties
may provide for different
methodologies especially
when the treaties were
concluded before the
implementation of the AOA

No, only the “direct method”
is allowed; according to the
Act on Corporate Income
Tax and Dividend Tax, the
allocation of overhead costs
are determined by net sales
or revenues

a) 	at arm’s length; allocation
of intragroup services
needs to be reasonable;
based on costs incurred,
including profit mark-up
b) 	at arm’s length; allocation
of temporary use of
assets (e.g. premises
or intangibles such as
brand, technology or
customer base) needs
to be reasonable and in
line with the arm’s length
principle
c) 	at arm’s length; transfer
of assets needs to reflect
the current fair market
value

No; general TP
documentation rules are
applicable based on the
Hungarian legislation
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Country

Does the country apply
the “Authorized OECD
Approach”?

Does the country allow
the “indirect method”
for allocating assets, free
capital and profits?

How do the following
transactions between the
company and its PE have to
be remunerated?
a) internal services
b) 	temporary use of assets
c) transfer of assets

Is a specific TP
documentation for
the documentation of
dealings required?

India

No, rules as prescribed
by AOA have not been
issued in India up to now;
also no information is
available about future
implementation of AOA

Since, the AOA is not
followed in India, no
specific rules exist for the
allocation of assets, free
capital & profits; however,
profit based on functions
performed by the PE is
taxable in India

a) 	no specific rules;
however in cases where
remuneration is paid for
services, this ought to be
at an arm’s length price
b) 	no specific rules; however
in case rent is paid for the
use of assets, this ought
to be at an arm’s length
price
c) 	no specific rules; however
in case the assets are
transferred, the price
of the same ought to
be transferred at arm’s
length price

No detailed guidelines have
been provided by the Indian
Tax Authorities for the
maintenance of documents
for transactions between
Head Office & PE; however
according to Indian Transfer
Pricing Regulations, certain
documents have been
prescribed by the Indian
Direct Tax Laws that are
required to be maintained
by the PE

Indonesia

No; there is also no
information whether such
implementation is planned in
the near future.

No specific rules; so far
there is no asset and free
capital allocation, based
on Indonesian Tax Law. In
determining the profit of PE,
Head Office’s administration
costs which are allowed to
be charged to PE are those
related with PE’s activities.

a) 	at cost, insofar as it
concerns Head office
costs which are allowed
to be charged, i.e.
those which are related
with PE’s activities;
management services
and other services are
not allowed as PE costs
b) 	no specific rulse; royalties
or other remunerations
with respect to the use
of property, patents
or other rigths are not
allowed
c) 	no specific rules; in
general the arm’s length
principle has to be applied

No; documentation of
comparability analysis,
determination of
appropriate TP method and
implementation of arm’s
length principle has to be
done according to prevailing
tax regulations.

Ireland

No; there is also no
information whether
implementation is planned
in the future

No specific rules, i.e. neither
the “direct method” nor
the “indirect method” are
preferred as long as the
profit allocation is done on a
just and reasonable basis

a) 	no specific rules,
allocation needs to be
reasonable
b) 	no specific rules,
allocation needs to be
reasonable
c) 	no specific rules,
allocation needs to be
reasonable

No; general cooperation
rules in tax matters are
applicable
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Country

Does the country apply
the “Authorized OECD
Approach”?

Does the country allow
the “indirect method”
for allocating assets, free
capital and profits?

How do the following
transactions between the
company and its PE have to
be remunerated?
a) internal services
b) 	temporary use of assets
c) transfer of assets

Is a specific TP
documentation for
the documentation of
dealings required?

Italy

Yes, introduced in the Italian
Corporate Income Tax
Code (see article 152) by
the Legislative Decree 14
Sept 2015 n. 147; in effect
for fiscal years ending 7
October 2015

No specific rules, i.e. either
the “direct method” or
the “indirect method”
are preferred as long as
the profit allocation is
done on an arm’s length
basis; specific guidelines
concerning the attribution
of free capital to local
branches of foreign banks
have been provided through
the Central Revenue
Commissioner’s Decision n.
49121 issued on 5 April 2016

a) 	no specific rules, the
arm’s length principle
generally has to be
matched
b) 	no specific rules, the
arm’s length principle
generally has to be
matched
c) 	no specific rules, the
arm’s length principle
generally has to be
matched

No, general TP
documentation rules apply;
reference can be made to
the requirements provided
by the Central Revenue
Commissioner’s Decision
n. 137654 of 29 September
2010

Japan

Yes, stipulated in Japanese
income tax laws. From the tax
period on and after
1 April, 2016, change from
the “entireincome” to the
“attributable-income”
principle. In connection with
this change the “functionally
separate entity” approach
shall be applied.

No, the “indirect method”
is not allowed, except for
headquarter expenses.

a) 	at arm’s length; however,
it shall be permitted to
remunerate certain interbranch administrative
services like bookkeeping
or legal support at cost
b) at arm’s length
c) at arm’s length

No, except for supporting
documents for allocation
of headquarter expenses;
general TP documentation
rules are applicable; the
Japanese PE of a foreign
MNE will be required to
submit the master file for
FY’s beginning on or after
1 April 2016; the deadline to
submit is one year following
the FY of the foreign parent;
MNE’s with less than JPY100
billion group revenue are not
required to file; furthermore,
if the foreign parent cannot
provide the CbC report to
the Japanese authorities
(i.e., no requirement of the
CbC report under foreign
law, etc.) then the Japanese
PE of the MNE shall be
required to submit the
CbC report within the year
following the FY end of the
parent

Lithuania

Yes, reference is made in
the Lithuanian tax law to the
OECD Guidelines

No, only the “direct method”
is allowed

a) at arm’s length
b) at arm’s length
c) at arm’s length

No; general TP
documentation rules are
applicable

Luxembourg

Yes, implemented in national
tax law

Yes, but typically the
“direct method” is applied;
however, there is no need to
allocate free capital under
Luxembourg law

a) at arm’s length
b) no specific rules
c) no specific rules

No; general TP
documentaion rules are
applicable

Malta

No, neither implemented in
national tax law nor through
other publications such as
circulars; most Maltese treaties
contain the old version of article
7 (2) of the OECD Model Tax
Convention

No specific rules, neither
method is a preferred one;
profit allocation ideally at
arm’s length

a) 	no specific rules, but
typically at arm’s length
b) 	no specific rules, but
typically at arm’s length
c) 	no specific rules, but
typically at arm’s length

No; in practice, several
documents such as
invoices, contracts or other
paperwork are sufficient
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Country

Does the country apply
the “Authorized OECD
Approach”?

Does the country allow
the “indirect method”
for allocating assets, free
capital and profits?

How do the following
transactions between the
company and its PE have to
be remunerated?
a) internal services
b) 	temporary use of assets
c) transfer of assets

Is a specific TP
documentation for
the documentation of
dealings required?

Mexico

Yes, the rules in Mexican
tax law are comparable with
the AOA; for interpretation
purposes the Mexican tax
law refers to the OECD
Commentary

No specific rules, i.e. neither
the “direct method” nor
the “indirect method” are
preferred; rules concluded
in specific treaty to be
considered

a) 	most likely at cost, but
not specified
b) at arm’s length
c) at arm’s length

No; general TP
documentation rules are
applicable; contracts and
invoices are adviced

Netherlands

Yes, reference is made in the
Dutch tax law to the OECD
Model Tax Convention;
furthermore, a decree of
the Ministry of Finance
explicitly declares that the
Netherlands prefer the AOA

Yes, but only in specific
cases (e.g. insurance
companies) or when the
application of the “direct
method” is not possible or
unfair

a) at cost
b) at arm’s length
c) 	at arm’s length, but profit
realization only when
assets are actually sold
to a third party customer
(no taxation of notional
profits)

No; general TP
documentation rules are
applicable

Poland

Yes; implemented in national
tax law in July 2013

Yes, but not preferred
method; applicable only
in case the operations
of the PE are not totally
different to operations
of the headquarters and
the arm’s length nature of
the allocation key can be
justified

a) at arm’s length
b) at arm’s length
c) at arm’s length

No; general TP
documentation rules are
applicable

Portugal

No; there is also no
information whether an
implementation is planned
in the future

No, only the “direct method”
is allowed; allocation keys
might be applied when it
comes to an allocation of
overhead costs.

a) at cost
b) no specific rules
c) 	at arm’s length; profit
/ loss realization when
assets are transferred,
moment of sale to
third party customer
is irrelevant (taxation
of notional profits is
possible)

No; general TP
documentation rules are
applicable

Romania

No; there is also no
information whether
implementation is planned
in the future

No specific rules, i.e. neither
the “direct method” nor
the “indirect method” are
preferred as long as the
profit allocation is done on
an arm’s length basis

a) 	no specific rules, but
in general the arm’s
length principle has to be
considered
b) 	no specific rules, but
in general the arm’s
length principle has to be
considered
c) 	no specific rules, but
in general the arm’s
length principle has to be
considered

No; general TP
documentation rules are
applicable
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Country

Does the country apply
the “Authorized OECD
Approach”?

Does the country allow
the “indirect method”
for allocating assets, free
capital and profits?

How do the following
transactions between the
company and its PE have to
be remunerated?
a) internal services
b) 	temporary use of assets
c) transfer of assets

Is a specific TP
documentation for
the documentation of
dealings required?

Russia

No; there is also no
information whether
implementation is planned
in the future

No, only the “direct method”
is allowed; allocation keys
might be applied when it
comes to an allocation of
overhead costs; Russion
treaties with other countries
can provide for different
rules

a) no remuneration
b) no remuneration
c) no remuneration

No; development of internal
basic documentation for
explanation purposes
recommended

Saudi Arabia

No, the country is not
planning to implement in the
near future

No; generally only the direct
method is allowed

a) 	at cost; with 15%
withholding tax
b) 	at cost; with 5%
withholding tax
c) at cost; no taxation

No; general documentation
rules in tax matters are
applicable

Singapore

Yes, by reference to the tax
authority’s transfer pricing
guidelines

No specific rules, i.e. neither
the “direct method” nor
the “indirect method” are
preferred as long as the
profit allocation is done
on an arm’s length basis;
reasonable allocation
keys might be applied to
overhead cost allocations

a) 	at arm’s length, typically
cost + 5% for internal
routine support services
provided on a cost pooling
basis
b) 	no specific rules; general
arm’s length principle to
be applied
c) 	no specific rules; general
arm’s length principle to
be applied

No; adequate TP
documentation (general
guidance is provided
via circulars) should be
maintained to demonstrate
compliance with arm’s
length principle

Slovak
Republic

No; there is also no
information whether
implementation is planned
in the future

Yes, The only precondition
is that direct attribution
of income or costs is not
possible.

a) at cost
b) at cost
c) no remuneration

No; General documentation
rules for TP shall be applied.
Best practice is to regard
the PE as separate entity for
documentation.

Slovenia

Yes, but not explicitly in
national tax law but through
reference to OECDCommentaries in published
interpretations of the tax
authorities

No specific rules, i.e. neither
the “direct method” nor
the “indirect method” are
preferred as long as the
profit allocation is done on a
reasonable basis

a) 	no specific rules, but
in general the arm’s
length principle has to be
considered
b) 	no specific rules, but
in general the arm’s
length principle has to be
considered
c) 	no specific rules, but
in general the arm’s
length principle has to be
considered

No, general TP
documentation rules are
applicable
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Country

Does the country apply
the “Authorized OECD
Approach”?

Does the country allow
the “indirect method”
for allocating assets, free
capital and profits?

How do the following
transactions between the
company and its PE have to
be remunerated?
a) internal services
b) 	temporary use of assets
c) transfer of assets

Is a specific TP
documentation for
the documentation of
dealings required?

South Africa

No; South Africa’s
understanding of profit
allocation to PEs is based
on the old version of article
7 of the OECD Model
Tax Convention and its
Commentary

No specific rules, i.e. neither
the “direct method” nor
the “indirect method” are
preferred as long as the
profit allocation is done on
an arm’s length basis

a) 	at cost; no taxation of
notional profits
b) 	at cost; no taxation of
notional profits
c) 	at arm’s length, but profit
realization only when
assets are actually sold
to a third party customer
(no taxation of notional
profits)

No; general TP
documentation rules are
applicable

South Korea

Yes, the “Functionally
Separate Entity Approach”
was stipulated in Article 130
of the Enforcement Decree
of the Corporate Income
Tax Law (“CITL”) of Korea,
effective from January 1,
2014; the AOA is respected
by the tax administration
in the determination of the
profits attributable to a PE

No specific rule. The
calculation method of the
taxable income for a PE is
similar to the method for a
company incorporated in
Korea. Head office expenses
relating to the creation of
the PE’s business income
can be allocated to the PE
based on reasonable criteria
and claimed as a deduction.

a) 	no specific rules except
that interest expenses
on the loans to a nonbank branch or a PE and
guarantee fees are not tax
deductible
b) 	no specific rules; in
general the arm’s length
principle has to be
considered
c) 	no specific rules; in
general the arm’s length
principle has to be
considered

No; general TP
documentation rules are
applicable

Spain

Yes, not implemented in
national tax law or through
other publications such
as circulars, nevertheless
future amendment of
General Tax Law will allow
the Treasury Ministry and
the Tax Authorities to
directly implement soft Law
through circulars; according
to Spanish Supreme Court
direct application of OECD
Commentaries without law
change is possible

No, only the “direct method”
is allowed; allocation keys
might be applied when it
comes to an allocation of
overhead costs

a) 	no specific rules except
for deductibility of
interest and royalties;
in general the arm’s
length principle has to be
considered
b) 	no specific rules; in
general the arm’s length
principle has to be
considered
c)	no specific rules; in
general the arm’s length
principle has to be
considered

No; general TP
documentaion rules are
applicable

Sweden

Yes, functionally separate
entity approach was already
implemented in the Swedish
tax law before 2010

Yes, but not preferred
method

a) 	at arm’s length; however,
services as part of general
management have to be
remunerated at cost
b) 	at arm’s length
c) 	at arm’s length; when
moment of transfer to PE
and sale from PE to third
party customer deviates,
profit / loss realization
can be postponed

No; development of internal
basic documentation for
explanation purposes
recommended
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Country

Does the country apply
the “Authorized OECD
Approach”?

Does the country allow
the “indirect method”
for allocating assets, free
capital and profits?

How do the following
transactions between the
company and its PE have to
be remunerated?
a) internal services
b) 	temporary use of assets
c) transfer of assets

Is a specific TP
documentation for
the documentation of
dealings required?

Switzerland

Yes, the AOA is implemented
by way of formally amending
each double tax treaty; since
double tax treaties are part
of Swiss national law, they
are directly applicable; this
means that no additional set
of rules in the Swiss tax law
is required once the wording
of a treaty is amended;
for all double tax treaties
not yet formally amended,
Switzerland announced
that it would apply the
AOA concept immediately
in the course of a mutual
agreement procedure

Yes, but a double tax
treaty containing article 7
according to the 2010 model
would override the indirect
method; in practice, the
indirect method may only
be applied in the case of a
Swiss enterprise having a
PE abroad; in the case of a
foreign enterprise having a
Swiss PE, the direct method
is required

a) 	services need to be
notionally remunerated
at arm’s length, i.e. the
mere allocation of costs
to the beneficiary of the
services is not sufficient
for tax purposes
b) 	the temporary use of
assets needs to be
notionally remunerated
at arm’s length, i.e. the
mere allocation of costs
to the user of the assets
is not sufficient for tax
purposes
c) 	the transfer of assets
needs to be notionally
remunerated at arm’s
length, i.e. the mere
allocation of the book
value of the assets is
not sufficient for tax
purposes; a profit / loss
is tax effective at the
moment for the transfer
of the asset

No, the general
documentation rules of
Swiss tax law are applicable;
this means that a taxpayer
is required to provide all
documents necessary for a
proper assessment of the
taxable basis; in the case
of transactions between
related parties, a taxpayer
has to demonstrate that
the transfer prices used are
based on sound economic
reasoning

Tanzania

Yes, this has been embodied
under the Income Tax Act,
Cap 332 and further modifed
in the Income Tax (Transfer
Pricing) Regulations 2014

No, income and expenses of
a PE are calculated as if the
two entities are independent
of each other and any
transaction between them
will be subjected to meeting
the criteria/requirements
expected from the Income
Tax (Transfer Pricing)
Regulations, 2014 to ensure
the arm's length principle
has been deployed

a) at arm’s length
b) at arm’s length
c) at arm’s length

Yes in accordance with
Income Tax (Transfer
Pricing) Regulations, 2014;
contemporaneous transfer
pricing documentation is
required to be prepared
before the tax return is
submitted; although it is not
required to be submitted
with the tax return, it should
be provided within 30 days
once requested by the
Tanzania Revenue Authority

Yes, indirectly adopted in the
UK legislation as a result of
the rules on the exemption
for foreign branches and the
CFC revised legislation

Yes, but only when the
“indirect method” produces
a more accurate result
then the “direct method”,
i.e. “direct method” is the
preferred method

a) at arm’s length
b) at arm’s length
c) at arm’s length

UK

The followng transfer
pricing methods are
permitted based on the
arm’s length principle:
Comparable Uncontrolled
Price (CUP) method,
Resale Price method, Cost
Plus method, Profit Split
method, Transactional Net
Margin method and any
other as prescribed by the
Commissioner from time
to time

No; general TP
documentation rules are
applicable
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Country

Does the country apply
the “Authorized OECD
Approach”?

Does the country allow
the “indirect method”
for allocating assets, free
capital and profits?

How do the following
transactions between the
company and its PE have to
be remunerated?
a) internal services
b) 	temporary use of assets
c) transfer of assets

Is a specific TP
documentation for
the documentation of
dealings required?

Ukraine

No, there is also no
information on whether
implementation is planned in
the future

Yes, an allocation key is
applied, under which 0.7 %
of income can be classified
as expenses

a) 	no specific rules; in
general the arm’s
principle has to be
considered
b) 	no specific rules; in
general the arm’s
principle has to be
considered
c) 	no specific rules; in
general the arm’s
principle has to be
considered

No, general TP
documentation rules are
applicable

USA

Yes, if adopted in the specific
tax treaty, not implemented
in US tax law; adoption in
future treaties intended

No, only the “direct method”
is allowed; however,
also application of profit
based TP methods (e.g.
Comparable Profits Method)
possible

a) 	at cost, if low-value
service; profit mark-up
possible when at arm’s
length
b) 	no specific rules; general
arm’s length principle
to be applied depending
on individual facts and
circumstances
c) at arm’s length

No; development of internal
basic documentation for
explanation purposes
recommended
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Globally active
with Nexia International

Economic activity for SMEs no longer stops at the national
borders. However, the step across the border is accompanied
by numerous international questions. Only companies with a
strong partner with an international network are on the safe
side.
About Nexia International
Nexia International is a leading, global network of independent
accounting and consulting firms. With over 24,000 employees
in more than 120 countries, Nexia is ranked as a top 10
network (source: IAB World Survey 2015).

About Ebner Stolz
This research project was led by Ebner Stolz. Ebner Stolz is a
member firm of the “Nexia International” network (Nexia) and
has representation on important committees within the Nexia
network. The firm actively influences further development of
the network. For further information on Ebner Stolz please go
to www.ebnerstolz.de.

When you choose a Nexia firm, you get a more responsive,
more personal, partner-led service, across the world. Nexia
is a highly active network that drives quality and facilitates
collaboration to enable its member firms to provide effective
local and global solutions. Nexia member firms deliver a
partner-led service to clients which ensures continuity,
expertise and a deep understanding of the client’s business.
They are characterised by people who have an entrepreneurial
spirit and who can relate closely to the SME and owner
managed businesses. Nexia firms are focused on supporting
local businesses as they grow and through the Nexia
network, they can also help their clients confidently venture
into new international markets. For more information, visit
www.nexia.com.
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Contacts

Argentina
Abelovich, Polano & Asociados S.R.L.
Graciela Valles
E gvalles@bda-nexia.com
Australia
Nexia Australia
Ian Stone
E istone@nexiacourt.com.au
Amy Waterhouse
E awaterhouse@nexiacourt.com.au
Stephen Rogers
E srogers@nexiacourt.com.au
Austria
Treuhand Union
Daniel König
E daniel.koenig@tu-salzburg.at
Harald Czajka
E harald.czajka@treuhand-union.com
Libertas
Christina Pichler
E c.pichler@libertas.at
Belgium
VGD
David Lornoy
E david.lornoy@vgd.eu
Delphine Vandamme
E delphine.vandamme@vgd.eu
Brazil
PP&C Auditores Independentes
E. Camillo Pachikoski
E ec.pachikoski@ppc.com.br

China
Nexia TS (Shanghai) Ltd
Dr. Scott Heidecke
E scott@nexiats.com.cn
Flora Luo
E floraluo@nexiats.com.cn
Fan, Chan & Co.
Dr. Gerald Neumann
E gerald@fcn-neumann.com
Eloise Yao
E eloise@fcn-neumann.com
Canada
Nexia Friedman LLP
Clifford Benderoff
E benderoff@nexiafriedman.ca
Zeifmans
Brian McGee
E btm@zeifmans.ca
Cyprus
Nexia Poyiadjis
Michael Mavrommatis
E michael.mavrommatis@nexia.com.cy
Czech Republic
VGD s.r.o
Jiri Karvanek
E jiri.karvanek@vgd.eu
Magda Vecerova
E magda.vecerova@vgd.eu
Denmark
Christensen Kjaerulff
Elan Schapiro
E els@ck.dk
Christen Amby
E cam@ck.dk
Finland
Fiscales Oy
Karri Nieminen
E karri.nieminen@fiscales.fi
Nico Fontanili
E nico.fontanili@fiscales.fi
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France
Sevestre & Associes
Yves Sevestre
E y.sevestre@sevestre-associes.com
Anne Sophie Palacin
E as.palacin@sevestre-associes.com
ACTY
Emilie Jaunet
E e.jaunet@acty-avocats.fr
ACA
Alain Fitzgerald
E a.fitzgerald@aca.nexia.fr
Groupe Novances
Delphine Parigi
E delphine.parigi@dpz-avocats.com
Germany
DHPG
Benno Lange
E benno.lange@dhpg.de
Ebner Stolz
Sten Günsel
E sten.guensel@ebnerstolz.de
Christian Zimmermann
E christian.zimmermann@ebnerstolz.de
Greece
Nexia – Eurostatus S.A.
Charitini Xydia
E chxydia@eurostatus-nexia.gr
Eleni Kaprani
E ekaprani@eurostatus-nexia.gr
Hungary
VGD Ferencz & Partner
Andrea Kuntner
E andrea.kuntner@vgd.hu
Katalin Lunczer
E katalin.lunczer@vgd.hu

India
Chaturvedi & Shah
Amol Haryan
E amol.h@cas.ind.in
SKP
Maulik Doshi
E maulik.doshi@skparekh.com
Indonesia
KAP Kanaka Puradiredja, Suhartono
Suhartono Soegijanto Atmodihardjo
E suhartono@kanaka.co.id
Ireland
Smith & Williamson
Conor MacNamara
E conor.macnamara@smith.williamson.ie
John Fisher
E john.fisher@smith.williamson.ie
Italy
Hager & Partners
Dirk Prato
E dirk.prato@hager-partners.it
Gian Luca Nieddu
E gianluca.nieddu@hager-partners.it
TCFCT
Salvatore Tarsia
E s.tarsia@tcfct.it
Japan
Gyosei & Co.
Naoko Enomoto
E n-enomoto@gyosei-grp.or.jp
Masanobu Muramatsu
E m-muramatsu@gyosei-grp.or.jp
Lithuania
Accounting and Control CJSC “Auditas”
Ingrida Verseckiene
E audito@takas.lt

Luxembourg
VGD Luxembourg
Lut Laget
E lut.laget@vgd.eu
Malta
Nexia BT
Antoinette Scerri
E antoinette.scerri@nexiabt.com
Karl Cini
E karl.cini@nexiabt.com
Mexico
Solloa-Nexia
Cristina E. Camara
E cristina.camara@solloacp.com.mx
Netherlands
KroeseWevers Accountants en
Belastingadviseurs
Hans Eppink
E hans.eppink@kroesewevers.nl
FSV Tax Advisors
Bas Opmeer
E b.opmeer@fsv.nl
Koenen en Co
Chris Leenders
E c.leenders@koenenenco.nl
Jeroen Lemmens
E j.lemmens@koenenenco.nl
Horlings
Marc Derks
E mderks@horlings.nl
Poland
Korycka, Budziak & Audytorzy sp. z o.o.
Maria Korycka
E maria.korycka@kba.com.pl
Tomasz Budziak
E tomasz.budziak@kba.com.pl
Advicero Tax Sp. z o.o.
Katarzyna Klimkiewicz-Deplano
E kklimkiewicz@advicero.eu

Portugal
NEXIA, CPLA & Associados, SROC, Lda.
Pedro Alves
E pedro.alves@nexia.pt
Ricardo Martins Coelho
E ricardo.coelho@nexia.pt
Romania
CRG Nexia
Luminita Ristea
E luminita.ristea@crgnexia.ro
Marioara Zaifu
E marioara.zaifu@crgnexia.ro
Russia
ICLC
Natalia Malofeeva
E malofeeva@iclcgroup.com
Saudi Arabia
Al Tala CPA
Alaa Mahdy
E yaser.s@altala.com.sa
Singapore
Nexia TS
Lam Fong Kiew
E lamfongkiew@nexiats.com.sg
Slovakia
VGD SK
Radislav Bibel
E radislav.bibel@vgd.eu
Branislav Kovac
E branislav.kovac@vgd.eu
Slovenia
Cautela Pros d.o.o.
Alan Maher
E alan.maher@cautelapros.si
Nadja Ovcar
E nadja.ovcar@cautelapros.si
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South Africa
Nexia Cape Town
Patrick Ross
E mail@nexiasa.com
Nexia SAB&T
Bashier Adam
E basier@sab-t.co.za
South Korea
Nexia Samduk
Hyunsoo Kwon
E hskwon@nexiasamduk.kr
Hyung Soo Kim
E hs.kim@nexiasamduk.kr
Young Chang Kwon
E vitalset@nexiasamduk.kr

Switzerland
ABT Treuhandgesellschaft AG
Daphne Sarlos
E daphne.sarlos@abt.ch
Patricia Handschin
E patricia.handschin@abt.ch
ADB
Fabian Duss
E fabian.duss@adbtax.ch
Mathias Häni
E mathias.haeni@adbtax.ch
T+R AG
Mathias Josi
E mathias.josi@t-r.ch
Röthlisberger Martin
E martin.roethlisberger@t-r.ch

Spain
De Andrés y Artinano, Abogados (DAyA)
José Ángel Martínez
E ja.martinez@daya.es
Pablo Gómez-Acebo
E p.gomez-acebo@daya.es
Laudis Consultor
Xavier Cheverria
E xe@laudis.es
Audalia Laes Nexia
Victor Alio
E v.alio@audalialaesnexia.com

Tanzania
Nexia SJ Tanzania
Sujata Jaffer
E sjaffer@nexiasjtz.com

Sweden
Nexia Revision Stockholm
Anders Lundgren
E anders.lundgren@nexia.se

Ukraine
Pavlenko & Partners
Andrijj Kostiuk
E ak@pavlenkopartners.com
Natalia Yakibchuk
E ny@pavlenkopartners.com

United Kingdom
Smith & Williamson
Rajesh Sharma
E rajesh.sharma@smith.williamson.co.uk
Saffery Champness
Robert Langston
E robert.langston@saffery.com
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USA
CliftonLarsenAllen
John Berens
E john.berens@claconnect.com
Cohn Reznick
James Wall
E james.wall@cohnreznick.com
Louie Wong LLP
Arthur Louie
E alouie@louiewongcpa.com
The Wolf Group
Laura Ferrari
E lferrari@thewolfgroup.com
Whitley Penn
David Neal
E david.neal@whitleypenn.com
Rehmann
John Pridnia
E john.pridnia@rehmann.com

Nexia International is
a leading worldwide
network of independent
accounting and consulting
firms, providing a
comprehensive portfolio
of audit, accountancy,
tax and advisory services.
Contact Us
For further information
regarding this survey
please contact
Mike Adams, Tax Director
Nexia International
mike.adams@nexia.com
T: +44 (0)20 7436 1114
For general enquiries
regarding Nexia, contact
us at info@nexia.com
nexia.com

Nexia International is a leading worldwide network of independent accounting and consulting firms, providing a comprehensive
portfolio of audit, accountancy, tax and advisory services.
Nexia International does not deliver services in its own name or otherwise. Nexia International and its member firms are not part
of a worldwide partnership. Nexia International does not accept any responsibility for the commission of any act, or omission to
act by, or the liabilities of, any of its members. Each member firm within Nexia International is a separate legal entity.
Nexia International does not accept liability for any loss arising from any action taken, or omission, on the basis of the content in
this publication. Professional advice should be obtained before acting or refraining from acting on the contents of this publication.
Any and all intellectual property rights subsisting in this document are, and shall continue to be, owned by (or licensed to)
Nexia International Limited.
References to Nexia or Nexia International are to Nexia International Limited save where, as the context may dictate, they refer
to the Nexia International network of firms.

